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Using Directed Acyclic Graphs in Epidemiological Research in Psychosis: An Analysis of the Role of Bullying in Psychosis
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Modern psychiatric epidemiology researches complex interactions between multiple variables in large datasets. This creates difficulties for causal inference. We argue for the use of probabilistic models represented by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). These capture the dependence structure of multiple variables and, used appropriately, allow more robust conclusions about the direction of causation. We analyzed British national survey data to assess putative mediators of the association between bullying victimization and persecutory ideation. We compared results using DAGs and the Karlson–Holm–Breen (KHB) logistic regression commands in STATA. We analyzed data from the 2007 English National Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity, using the equivalent 2000 survey in an instant replication. Additional details of methods and results are provided in the supplementary material. DAG analysis revealed a richer structure of relationships than could be inferred using the KHB logistic regression commands. Thus, bullying had direct effects on worry, persecutory ideation, mood instability, and drug use. Depression, sleep and anxiety lay downstream, and therefore did not mediate the link between bullying and persecutory ideation. Mediation by worry and mood instability could not be definitively ascertained. Bullying led to hallucinations indirectly, via persecutory ideation and depression. DAG analysis of the 2000 dataset suggested the technique generates stable results. While causality cannot be fully determined from cross-sectional data, DAGs indicate the relationships providing the best fit. They thereby advance investigation of the complex interactions seen in psychiatry, including the mechanisms underpinning psychiatric symptoms. It may consequently be used to optimize the choice of intervention targets.
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Introduction

In recent years, considerable advances have been made in our understanding of psychotic disorders. This has come about partly because of a productive divergence in research strategies: the disease model has been complemented by the emergence of an interactional model, which treats both the symptoms associated with psychosis and their hypothesized environmental antecedents as a causal system of individual interacting variables.1–8 This second model has been applied in predominantly psycho-social contexts. Particular adverse contexts increase the likelihood of a range of psychological symptoms, including psychotic experiences. These symptoms may then have causal effects on each other without reference to an underlying condition. In particular, specific nonpsychotic symptoms modulate the relationship between adversity and psychotic experiences as moderators and mediators. The interactional model thus has the advantage of identifying candidate targets for psychological treatments. This article concerns the interactional model and its reliance on statistical analysis to disentangle potentially
complex causal chains. We argue that such causal links can be more robustly inferred by the introduction of probabilistic graphical models based on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). We know of only 2 prior examples of their use in a psychological context.\textsuperscript{3,4} In contrast to these authors, we follow a Bayesian approach to learn the DAG and estimate putative causal effects in a consistent fashion.

The gold standard for causal inference in a putative causal system remains direct intervention. However, even where feasible, intervention studies are expensive. It is therefore sensible to prioritize interventions in relation to their likely effectiveness. Accordingly, attempts have been made to optimize causal inference in datasets that do not involve interventions. While causality cannot be determined with certainty from observational data, we can nevertheless ascertain which causal patterns fit the data best.

Much of the adversity literature in psychosocial involvement tests for putative mediational effects. The concept of mediation postulates that the causal effect between 2 variables is transmitted by a third.\textsuperscript{9} So conceived, causation has 2 possible components: one operating directly, and one operating indirectly through the purported intermediary variable.\textsuperscript{10} These direct and indirect effects can be quantified, enabling statements about their relative importance. Several recent studies have assessed mediation using logistic regression (in particular through an analysis of the conditional distribution of each node, given its parent nodes in the graph. DAG analysis is capable of pointing to the most likely directional links between multiple variables, thereby locating them in a putative causal cascade, in which upstream variables constitute the causes of downstream variables. There will nevertheless be circumstances where DAG analysis is unable to specify the causal links between given variables, which then require to be placed at the same level of the graph (ie, neither upstream nor downstream) (supplementary material).

DAGs encode conditional independence relationships, and characterize the joint probability distribution of the chosen variables. This can then be decomposed as a product of the conditional distribution of each node, given its parent nodes in the graph. DAG analysis is capable of pointing to the most likely directional links between multiple variables, thereby locating them in a putative causal cascade, in which upstream variables constitute the causes of downstream variables. There will nevertheless be circumstances where DAG analysis is unable to specify the causal links between given variables, which then require to be placed at the same level of the graph (ie, neither upstream nor downstream) (supplementary material).

The DAG analysis presented here has 2 special features. First, our statistical method allows us to quantify both the strength and direction of causal effects. Secondly, since several networks may explain the data reasonably well, we account for the uncertainty in the inference by sampling from the range of possible DAGs in proportion to their posterior distribution.

Our use of separate databases using the same methods of assessment provided instant replication.

**The Advantages of Probabilistic Models Based on DAGs**

The inadequacies of statistical methods based on logistic regression have encouraged the development and use of techniques better able to compare alternative causal pathways. Bayesian networks, a widely used class of probabilistic graphical models, have been recruited for this purpose.\textsuperscript{3,6,14,15} They model the overall dependence structure of multiple variables, visualized in DAGs. DAGs incorporate “nodes” (the specific variables being analyzed), joined by “edges,” which are lines representing identified directions of effect. These conventions are illustrated in figure 2. A direct edge in the graph implies a direct cause. A directed pathway from one variable to another also implies a causal relationship, albeit one effected through the intermediate variables on the path. Nodes are described as the “parents” of those immediately below them in the causal chain, which are conversely referred to as “children.”

The logic behind the use of DAGs to depict hypothetical causal structures is set out in detail by Pearl.\textsuperscript{16} While causes can never be proved from observational data only, the use of DAGs and kindred analyses can still provide insights about admissible causal relationships. Take a simple example in which A and B both have to precede C. In cross-sectional data we might then observe: only A; only B; A and B; A, B and C; or none. In contrast if there is no relationship between A, B and C, then any possible combination could be observed. Cross sectional data capture participants at different stages of this causal progression. We would therefore expect to observe different patterns under different models, with differential support from the observed data. In other words, the time dependence is to some extent encoded in the data, and is not completely lost. Our task is to decode it. For each model encoded by a DAG, we would expect different patterns in the data. In our inferential procedure we effectively invert the problem, in order to identify the models best supported by the patterns in the data. Thus the structural properties of a set of variables are derived by learning the underlying graph from the data.\textsuperscript{17}

DAGs encode conditional independence relationships, and characterize the joint probability distribution of the chosen variables. This can then be decomposed as a product of the conditional distribution of each node, given its parent nodes in the graph. DAG analysis is capable of pointing to the most likely directional links between multiple variables, thereby locating them in a putative causal cascade, in which upstream variables constitute the causes of downstream variables. There will nevertheless be circumstances where DAG analysis is unable to specify the causal links between given variables, which then require to be placed at the same level of the graph (ie, neither upstream nor downstream) (supplementary material).

The DAG analysis presented here has 2 special features. First, our statistical method allows us to quantify both the strength and direction of causal effects. Secondly, since several networks may explain the data reasonably well, we account for the uncertainty in the inference by sampling from the range of possible DAGs in proportion to their posterior distribution.

Our use of separate databases using the same methods of assessment provided instant replication.

**DAG Analysis of Bullying Victimization and Persecutory Ideation**

We present an example of DAG analysis based on a novel Bayesian method for learning the graphical structure\textsuperscript{17} and predicting the range of causal effects for binary variables. There is increasing evidence of an association between bullying victimization and the onset of psychotic symptoms in both clinical and nonclinical populations.\textsuperscript{18,19} There are a number of possible mechanisms, both direct and indirect. We analyze data from 2 separate British National Surveys...
to examine further the link we previously established between a history of bullying and psychotic symptoms.18

Note that the role of theory in the current analysis lies only in our choice of the candidate variables. We do not test a specific DAG, but seek to identify the most plausible mechanisms, using the data to learn potential causal structures.20

Our core assumption is thus that the variables are causally linked (and can be represented by a DAG structure).

We here present analyses based on the 2007 British Adult Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity,21 which provides data from a large general population sample (N = 7403). Equivalent analyses using the 2000 survey (N = 8580) are reported in the supplementary material. The surveys provided information on bullying victimization and paranoid ideation. In line with the model proposed by Freeman and colleagues,22 we predicted specifically that the link between bullying victimization and persecutory ideation would operate through a range of affective symptoms. We had access to measures of worry, depression, anxiety, mood instability, and sleep disturbance. These symptoms are important correlates of psychotic phenomena, not least because they may offer viable targets for psychological treatments.1,23–25 The derivation of a causal structure would thus add to the plausibility of such interventions in persecutory ideation associated with bullying. We also examined drug use and the experience of hallucinations, both of which have been suggested as plausible mediators. Following Kalisch et al.,26 we dichotomized the data.

In order to illustrate its advantages, we compare the results of DAG analysis with those based on logistic regression as embodied in the commonly used KHB commands.

Further detail on methodology is provided in the supplementary material.

**KHB Analysis**

We carried out KHB mediation analysis in 2 ways. In the first, each variable was considered by itself as a potential mediator between bullying and paranoia; in the second, all the potential mediators were entered in the same analysis to estimate their combined mediation effect.

When variables were analyzed individually, worry had the largest effect (26.6%), followed by depressed mood (20.4%), sleep disturbance (17.3%), mood instability (16.9%), and anxiety (15.8%). There was almost no mediation by drug use (4.1%) or by auditory hallucinosis (3.0%). When all the variables are entered into the model together they account for 43.2% of the link between bullying and psychosis. The sum of the percentages of indirect effect for the individual variables considerably exceeds the value of the total indirect effect when the variables are entered together. This indicates that the individual indirect effects are partly due to associations between mediators or to their artificially constrained antecedence to persecutory ideation. The DAG analysis on the other hand accounts for the associations between all the putative mediators and their relation to persecutory ideation.

**DAG Analysis**

In figures 1 and 2 we summarize our DAG analysis of the 2007 dataset. We made the single stipulation that bullying was antecedent (the equivalent to its status as the independent variable in the KHB analysis), although the relationship is unlikely to be so simple.27 In contrast to the KHB analysis, no restrictions were imposed on the other variables. We learnt multiple DAGs using our partition MCMC method.17 In total, we sampled 50 000 DAGs in proportion to their posterior probability, so that better fitting graphs were chosen more often (there are over 200 trillion ways of combining our 9 variables). Each sampled DAG gives a model of the data, thereby providing a particular estimate of the probability of each variable being 0 or 1 depending on the state of its parents in the network. Moving downstream from bullying, we were able to sample each variable in turn and hence to generate new data from the graph.

From each individual DAG we obtained a value for the effect of one variable on another. For example we might set bullying to 0 and calculate the probability that each remaining variable is 0 or 1, then set bullying to 1 and repeat the process. The difference between the 2 values is what Pearl would term the causal effect of bullying on the other variables.16 We were then able to work out the overall effect of changing each variable on all of the others by averaging the effects over the whole sample of DAGs. In figure 1 we show the distribution of causal effects of the row labels on the column labels. The variables are arranged in order of the number of their downstream effects. Where there were no effects between 2 variables, a zero was entered in the relevant box. In the interest of clarity we truncate the effect distributions to the range −0.1 to +0.5 in all other boxes. Zero causal effect is represented in each box by the red vertical line. If the 95% credible interval (the Bayesian counterpart of confidence limits) does not straddle the zero causal effect line, the whole box is colored to indicate that the effect is significant. Each of these boxes also contains a number quantifying the relevant average causal effect. As we stipulated that bullying was antecedent (and therefore not caused by any of the other variables under consideration), it occupies the top row. It is notable nonetheless that bullying does indeed have positive causal effects on every one of the other variables.

We repeated the analysis without stipulating the prior position of bullying, and checked to see whether it fitted better elsewhere in the DAG. We found that, without the restriction on its position, it joined the group of variables whose directions weren’t determined. Thus the data did not refute the possibility that bullying was antecedent, and our prior belief sanctioned its placement on the top row.

Figure 2 shows the DAG related to the findings above. It reveals a complex structure of relationships beyond...
standard logistic regression, and enables the direction of several effects to be inferred more securely. The strength of the links is represented by the color intensity of the arrows joining the variables. The variables are either joined by single arrows, indicating a causal effect, or by arrows in both directions, implying that the causal influence cannot be uniquely identified from the data. This corresponds to the presence of bimodal peaks in the plots in figure 1.

For example, in figure 1 there is a 4-by-4 block comprising persecutory ideation, worry, mood instability and drug use: each variable sometimes has a causal effect on the others and sometimes none (ie, when the distribution of effects straddles the red line). Note that there is no lack of power: the size of the dataset is sufficient to learn the graph. Additional data are unlikely to resolve the issue since these directions cannot be learnt from the observations.
In figure 2, paranoia, worry, mood instability and drug use lie immediately downstream of bullying. Depression is further down, followed by another group made up of sleep disturbance and anxiety. Finally, hallucination appears on its own. Worry and mood instability have strong downstream effects on depression, sleep and anxiety.

In figure 1, the numbers in the boxes reflecting mean causal effect can be interpreted in terms of a thought experiment about intervention. Consider the worry row. Imagine 2 interventions, one that turns worry on, and another that eliminates it. Applying these interventions to 2 new groups of individuals, the probability of having depression in the forced worry group would be predicted to be 0.33 higher on average than in the second group, while the probability of paranoia would be 0.05 higher (a small effect, consistent with the inability of the DAG to determine causal direction between worry and paranoia).

The parallel analysis of the data from the 2000 National Survey is provided in the supplementary material. It is largely consistent with the results from the 2007 survey presented here, and confirms the stability of the analytic procedure.

Discussion

Our intentions in this article were to demonstrate the potential of DAGs, and to argue for their use in psychiatric epidemiology. DAGs have the advantage over other network analyses based on Markov random fields of suggesting explicit directions for the causal relationships. Particular advantages of our Bayesian method of DAG analysis are that it (a) provides effect estimates of potential interventions and (b) accounts for the uncertainty in the relationship between variables. It thus serves the current interest in the psychological phenomena that underlie the development and maintenance of psychiatric disorders, and identifies the most efficient candidates for targeting in the development of psychological interventions.

KHB logistic regression analysis strongly suggested mediation of the link between bullying and persecutory ideation was unlikely to involve either drug use or auditory hallucinations. The variables whose potential role in mediation was not refuted remain as candidates, but we cannot say more than that. The effects provide an estimate of the maximum mediation effect. However, due to the existence of potential confounders (such as the other candidate mediators excluded from each individual model), there is no guarantee that such an effect exists. This is highlighted in the DAG analysis, in which the variables are modeled jointly: no effects were found for most of the potential mediators. The discrepant results from the KHB analysis are due to the fact that it obliges paranoia to be placed downstream of the mediator. This is not the case in the DAG analysis.

Our DAG analysis allowed more robust inferences of causality, and in the process revealed a much more complex picture. It refuted the mediation of the link between bullying and persecutory ideation by several of the putative KHB mediators. Thus DAG analysis provided no support for depression, anxiety, sleep disturbance, and hallucinations as mediators, since these variables were all found to be downstream of persecutory ideation. The DAG analysis failed to disambiguate the relationships between worry, mood instability and persecutory ideation. This issue cannot be resolved using these datasets; both directions are plausible. As this is not due to inadequate power, an intervention trial is the ideal way of settling the issue. Indeed our type of DAG analysis not only identifies plausible relationships between potential mediators, but also produces corresponding distributions of potential intervention effects. A recent clinical trial has shown that an intervention to reduce worry does indeed diminish paranoia and therefore supports the role of worry as a mediator. Similarly, persecutory ideation may turn out to be alleviated by reducing sleep disturbance and modifying depressive cognitions.

Limitations

DAGs represent a considerable advance over standard logistic regression techniques. They are more informative, by virtue of being capable of inferring both the strength and direction of the possible connections between the entire set of variables under analysis, and will indicate improbable causal relationships. Even so, caution is still required, as causal inference is only fully defensible under the assumptions of faithfulness and causal sufficiency. Broadly speaking, faithfulness requires that the joint distribution of the variables satisfies all the conditional independence relationships encoded by the DAG, and only those relationships. Causal sufficiency refers to the absence of unmeasured confounders or selection variables. Only under these assumptions can the direction of the edges in a Bayesian network learnt from observational data be interpreted causally.

DAGs should be distinguished from recent applications of network approaches to complex interactions based on partial correlations between variables. While the lack of an edge in the latter would exclude a direct causal link between 2 variables, the converse is not true: the presence of an edge does not of itself imply a direct causal link. Moreover, partial correlations do not produce information on the direction of effects.

Like any form of analysis, the use of DAGs is hostage to the quality of the data. The data in the British National Surveys were obtained through carefully conducted interviews, but may not fully capture the underlying constructs. Moreover, we dichotomized the variables, which inevitably led to some information loss. Uncertainty deriving from the data quality would...
However be captured to some extent by our Bayesian approach, whereby we obtain flatter posterior distributions with sparse or noisy data. Bayesian networks in the form of DAGs also have the limitation of being unable to model the feedback loops likely in social/psychological systems (though such loops might be identifiable by subjecting time course data to analysis in terms of dynamic Bayesian networks).

Despite these reservations, DAGs can provide important insights into possible causal relationships between the observed variables. These in turn may guide the design of experimental interventions to validate the observational findings.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material is available at Schizophrenia Bulletin online.
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